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gamesQ: Combine two Javascript arrays into a new array using common data elements I have two Javascript arrays. The first contains a few hundred elements with a unique ID. The second array has a few thousand elements with an ID that is a function of
the first array's ID. For example, something like this: var first_array = [1, 2, 3, 4]; var second_array = [[2, 4], [5, 6, 7], [7, 8, 9, 10]]; I need to pull all the second_array elements (which are a subset of the first_array), based on the common elements of the

two arrays' IDs (2, 4, 7). I tried using the built-in Array.map() function, but it doesn't like that I want to use a variable inside the function. (I can fix that, but I don't want to, because I will need to reuse this function elsewhere.) A: With underscore's
_.intersection: var intersection = _.intersection(first_array, second_array, function(item1, item2) { return item1 === item2; }); Then, of course, you'll need to loop over the intersection as needed. It doesn't make sense to ask it to return the _.intersection:

var intersection = _.intersection(first_array, second_array, function(item1, item2) { return item1 === item2; }); _.each(intersection, function(num1, num2) { //do something }); Q: How do I handle exception that is raised during a shell command
(Windows) I am using ASP.NET MVC. In my startup method I check for a connection string being present before attempting a shell command. If no connection string is present, I want
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Download the game from our website :When Anett Schafer, from Germany's Breman, got an invite to a party, she didn't want to miss the opportunity. But her invite sent to the popular online community, Qiaoshou, was from her local American community. As more and more people started joining, Schafer was excited, and decided to join the community. She was
matched with a woman from Texas, and the two women have been in a relationship for six months. "After four months I realized we were not a match because we were just friends," Schafer said. Yet another reason Qiaoshou is such a good match-making site is it takes the pressure off sending emails, and puts it on someone else to find the right connection.
"Qiaoshou has set the whole thing up, they have all these sites that can show you what it is like to be with someone from a distance, which some of the dating websites don't," Schafer said. Schafer says she would still go to a bar in Breman to meet someone, but Qiaoshou made her first international date. "They really made it easy for me to meet an American
girlfriend, I think it was really a nice thing," she said. However, Schafer found things slightly different than she expected with her American partner. "She was super sweet, really cool, when she was drunk she was really funny, and she really 1cb139a0ed
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